DON'T BE A VICTIM, PUT ON YOUR ARMOR

Identity theft impacted 12.7 million victims in 2014 with financial damages of $16 billion.¹ It is one of the fastest growing crimes in America, and it will continue to be a problem as the number and scale of data breaches rise. If you want to keep your personal information safe, you need to monitor more than your credit and protect against emerging threats lurking behind the scenes. Relying on credit monitoring services to effectively protect your identity is like leaving your home with the front door locked but all the windows open. Just as burglars know there’s more than one way into your house, identity thieves have hundreds of ways to violate your security and hijack your finances, privacy, and reputation.

Get protected with comprehensive identity protection and remediation services through InfoArmor—so you can minimize the stress of identity theft and use your time to focus on the people and activities you love.

¹ Identity Theft Resource Center, 2014 Identity Theft Index.
INFOARMOR’S CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY, services, and professionals all work together to detect and intercept the misuse of personal information that puts your identity at risk.

FEATURES INCLUDE:

- Identity and credit monitoring *
- Credit report each year and a score each month
- Password management solution
- Social media reputation monitoring *
- Digital wallet storage
- Full service identity restoration
- $1,000,000 Identity Theft Insurance Policy†

IDENTITY THEFT BY THE NUMBERS:

- 12.7 MILLION identity theft victims in 2014 / $16 BILLION stolen from fraud victims in 2014 / EVERY 2 SECONDS an identity is stolen / 2 IN 3 DATA BREACH victims became an identity fraud victim in 2014 / 1.1 BILLION records were compromised by data breaches in 2014 / 58 – 165 WORK HOURS to remediate a case of identity theft

IT COULD NOT HAVE HAPPENED AT A WORSE TIME.

Based on a real case. Names have been changed.

When Mark Johnson’s wife was diagnosed with cancer, he didn’t think things could get any worse. However, while trying to refinance his house to pay for her medical treatment, he discovered someone used his personal information to lease an apartment and did not pay rent. The debt went to collections and the delinquent account was attached to Mark’s credit history, blocking his ability to refinance his home and preventing him from getting medical help for his wife.

Fortunately, Mark had signed up for InfoArmor and a Privacy Advocate immediately began working on his behalf. His Privacy Advocate knew exactly what to do and helped Mark through the necessary steps to restore his identity and credit.

Due to the urgency of the situation, InfoArmor dealt directly with the refinancing company to expedite the process. In less than a month the false debts were cleared, and Mark’s credit history was corrected and restored. More importantly, his home refinancing went through and he was able to focus on what mattered most: helping his wife recover.
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ASK YOUR BENEFIT PROVIDER FOR ENROLLMENT AND SERVICE DETAILS.